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The blending of macromolecules such as proteins with polysaccharides has many applications in the medical and environmental sectors, such as scaffolding for tissue engineering and as water filtration membranes for the removal of heavy metals. However, our inability to predict the relationship between molecular interactions and spatiotemporal structures is preventing their rapid utilization and commercialization. Up-to-date, we have learned the importance of appropriate hierarchical and secondary structures upon material dissolution and regeneration, and its effect on the physicochemical properties. However, much more knowledge is required to fully understand molecular self-assembly behavior and spatiotemporal morphology in blended systems to attempt to define and characterize the basic phenomenon and mechanisms to control the cell-biomaterial interactions or remediation efficiencies. In this work, we focused on understanding the association behavior of protein in the presence of polysaccharide and the effect of acetamido and amine groups on the structure with the utilization of ionic liquid solvents. In the first study, the ionic liquid 1-allyl-3-
methylimidazolium chloride (AMIMCl) was used to dissolve individual polysaccharides (e.g. cellulose, chitin, and chitosan) with protein (e.g. silk). Water is used as the coagulating agent. The upper and lower proportions of silk were used to test the crystallinity of the beta sheet and to understand how the functional groups of each polysaccharide may interact differentially with increasing silk concentrations. The various blended polymers were characterized using Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) techniques. The results showed that increasing the silk content in the polysaccharides can increase the molecular interactions between the biopolymers, causing an increase in the stability of the blended film; especially, the formation of beta sheets. The second study investigated the effects of different ionic liquids 1-allyl-3-methylimidazoliumchloride (AMIMCl), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazoliumchloride (EMIMCl) and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (EMIMAc) on the structural modification, thermal stability and topology of blended films comprised of chitin with silk. Similarly, the third study investigated the effect of AMIMCl and EMIMCl on the structural changes and thermal properties of blended film comprised of chitosan with silk. We observed the modification of the structural, morphological, and thermal properties according to their variances in anion and cation species of the ionic liquid, as well as the silk composition. We notice that the size and the number of interaction sites of the anion can play a role in thermal stability. The increase of the silk content promotes the increase of the crystallinity of the beta sheet in all prepared films.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Biomaterials

Biomaterials science is the study of the natural-based materials that is used for a medical, environmental or energy application. It is an attractive field of science showing a strong growth over the last fifty years, stimulated by advances in cell and molecular biology, chemistry, material science, and engineering [1, 2]. For example, biomaterials can be used to make devices to replace part of a living system without causing a harmful tissue reaction or a systemic toxic reaction. Biomaterials are categorized into two main groups: natural and synthetic materials. Standard examples of synthetic materials used in biomedical treatment include metal hip replacements and Dacron [3]. Despite the fact that both natural and synthetic materials have been broadly used in medicine, in cancer research and anti-inflammatory therapies and tissue engineering applications [4, 5], natural biomaterials are still preferred due to their unique biocompatibility properties. Indications of biocompatibility include acceptance by the host tissue and/or the whole body, biodegradability, nontoxicity and tuning ability [1, 3, 6].

Natural biomaterial includes numerous materials that are mainly produced by plants and animals such as proteins and polysaccharides. Humans widely have relied on natural materials throughout history. There is great interest of natural materials research due to increasing demand of environmental protection, along with limitations of the petroleum reserves. Thus, biopolymers are the best suitable candidates in this field. Along with its advantages, the increase use of biopolymers leads to the development of chemical and biochemical research to obtain and modify the natural polymer used in a wide range of utilities [7].
**Polysaccharides**

Among natural polymers, polysaccharides are polymeric carbohydrates molecules that have many diverse biomedical applications due to their accessibility and biocompatibility [8]. Approximately 75% of the organic materials in nature are present in the form of polysaccharides [6]. Polysaccharides consist of long chain monosaccharide units linked together by glycosidic bonds. Most of these polysaccharides are considered to have medium to high in molecular weight. They differ from each other by the repeating units, length of their chains, types of bonds linking the monomers and the degree of branching [9]. When all monosaccharides are the same type of monomeric species, it is called a homopolysaccharide or homoglycan; while the presence of different monomeric species within a polysaccharide is considered a heteropolysaccharide or heteroglycan. In general, polysaccharides are important building blocks used in biological systems such as the storage of nutrients in the form of starch or glycogen or as structure elements such as in plant cell walls as cellulose and chitin. Extracted and modified polysaccharides are utilized in various applications of food, chemical, energy production, and pharmaceutical industries [10]. By far, polysaccharides have shown to be antitumoral and to have antiviral activity, as well as the potential for use in the diagnosis and prevention of bacterial infections [11]. Although cellulose, chitin and chitosan are homopolysaccharides that share the same type of (β1-4) glycosidic bond connected by repeating units, they have different mechanical and physical properties.
Cellulose

Cellulose is a linear homopolysaccharide found in the cell wall of plants, constitutes much of the mass of wood and cotton and is the most abundant natural polymer on earth [9, 12]. It is also present in many different living organisms such as algae, fungi, bacteria and some sea animals such as tunicates [13]. Its molecular weight depends on its sources as well as the extraction conditions for the purification. In addition, cellulose is a fibrous, tough, water insoluble polymer composed of (β1-4) D-glucose units; it is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl groups and oxygens of adjacent molecules (Figure 1) [12]. Each monomer has three hydroxyl groups which grant some properties to cellulose’s structure including hydrophilicity, chirality and biodegradability [13]. The ability of these hydroxyl groups to form hydrogen bonds controls the orientation of crystallinity and physical properties of cellulose.

![Figure 1. The chemical structure of cellulose](image)

Cellulose has strong intra- and inter-molecular interactions between its polysaccharide chains resulting in its characteristic water insolubility. Thus, it has historically been used for numerous applications including composites, netting,
upholstery, coatings, packing, paper and in the pharmaceutical industry as a diluent/binder in tablets [14]. Nowadays the major utility of cellulose is for paper, membranes, tissues, scaffold material and textiles [15]. Cellulose is regarded as a relatively stiff and rigid polymer due its high viscosity in solution, a high susceptibility to crystallize, and capability to form fibrillar strands [3]. Native cellulose, which is produced by plants, is composed of two different polymorphs, Iα and Iβ. Iα cellulose is produced by bacteria and algae, while Iβ cellulose is the dominant polymorph in evolved plant species [16]. Various types of regenerated cellulose have been produced with high mechanical strength, excellent hydrophilic characteristics, good thermal resistance, and biodegradability [16]. Yet, to be more compatible with living agents, such as cell, enzyme, and functional polypeptide, cellulose based biomaterial needs further structural modifications. Significant efforts have been made in understanding the structural modifications of cellulose to improve its solubility and improve biopolymer stability by blending two or more polymers to obtain distinct properties [16-18].

**Chitin and Chitosan**

Chitin is another highly studied homopolysaccharide in the biomedical field which is the most widespread natural polymer next to cellulose. It is a hard, white in color, nitrogenous, and hydrophobic linear natural polymer consisting of (β1-4)-N-acetyl-D glucosamine repeat units (Figure 2) [3]. It naturally occurs as ordered crystalline microfibrils. These microfibrils make up the structural components in the exoskeleton of arthropods and in the cell walls of fungi and yeast [19]. The main commercial sources of chitin are crab and shrimp shells but it can also be found in many living organisms in the lower plant and animal kingdoms [19]. Annually, more than 100 billion tons of chitin
waste is produced by the crabbing and shrimp canning industry. The utilization of this waste was proposed for environmental protection as well as for a waste treatment alternative to the disposal process [20-22].

**Figure 2.** The chemical structure of chitin and chitosan

Chitin microfibrils are present in the structure varying in different orientations such as α-chitin, β-chitin and γ-chitin. In α-chitin the chains are anti-parallel while in β-chitin the chains are parallel. In the γ-chitin the chains are a mixture of both parallel and anti-parallel [23]. The β-form, which is less abundant than the α-form, is easier to dissolve and more reactive compared to the α-form. This is because there are no inter-sheet hydrogen bonds in the β-crystal [19]. These various type of formations result in different properties and can be distinguished by infrared and by solid-state NMR spectroscopy together with X-ray diffraction.

In general, most forms of chitin are highly hydrophobic and insoluble in water and most organic solvents, therefore it is difficult to process on an industrial scale due to its high crystallinity and strong intra-sheet hydrogen bonds [24]. Chitosan is a partially deacetylated (under alkaline conditions) derivative of chitin and is the most important
biosynthesized chitin derivative in terms of its applications [19]. Chitosan is also insoluble in neutral or basic conditions, while its protonated amine groups readily increase the solubility of chitosan in dilute acids (Figure 2) [3, 25].

Chitin and chitosan are also renewable polymers. Possessing this unique characteristic makes them valuable and useable for medical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic and wastewater treatment applications [19, 20, 26]. The insolubility of chitin makes it difficult to characterize and process, so several properties of chitin in the solid state have not been fully studied yet [19]. Generally, chitosan is much easier to process than chitin because of the free amine groups, but the stability of chitosan is lower due to the high hydrophilic groups. These compounds have reactive amine groups and reactive hydroxyl groups, which play critical roles in most chemical reactions by making effective hydrogen bonds. These linear biopolymers also have the ability to chelate metal ions, especially those of transition metals, by removing the cations from dilute solutions. This makes chitin and chitosan useful as a matrix for immobilization of enzymes [3, 19]. Moreover, these compounds are natural, safe, non-toxic, and biodegradable to normal body constituents. They can bind to mammalian and microbial cells aggressively, have a regenerative effect on connective tissue, and possess antifungal, antibacterial and antitumor properties [20]. Chitosan has similar structure to glycosaminoglycan (GAGs-an important component of extra cellular matrix), and for this reason it has been widely used in tissue engineering scaffolds [27].

In recent years, chitin and chitosan have gained attention for tissue engineering scaffolds and repairing damaged skin, but these applications are still under development [3, 26]. Chitin and chitosan have also been studied for clinical applications such as
artificial tissues and organs due to their biocompatibility. In particular, chitosan has been proposed to be generated as an artificial kidney membrane, because of its appropriate permeability and high tensile strength [3]. The primary recognized uses for chitosan are in the cosmetic and drug-delivery fields. For example, its mechanical stability, optical clarity, adequate optical correction, gas permeability, and immunological compatibility make chitosan the ideal material for contact lenses [3]. Chitosan is a great candidate for drug delivery because it is non-toxic, easily bio-absorbable in gel form, and has a low pH. All these characteristics may help them to prevent gastrodigestive issues for patients taking these medications [3]. It is also easier to process chitosan rather than chitin into forms such as capsules, sponges, and nanoparticles [26]. Chitosan films exhibit selective gas permeability and are resistant to fat diffusion; however, in terms of water transmission and water vapor, these characteristics are relatively poor due to chitosan’s hydrophilic properties [26]. To overcome this problem, blending polymers in a multilayer system results in stable bioactive coatings of chitosan.

**Protein Silk**

Different types of polysaccharides have been incorporated in protein such as silk to mimic the naturally occurring environment of certain tissues [16, 28-32]. In the native tissues, the extracellular matrices (ECMs) are mainly composed of two types of extracellular polymers; fibrous proteins and proteoglycans. These both consist of a protein core covalently bonded to long chains of sulfated glycosaminoglycan GAG disaccharides [33]. Therefore, to fabricate protein such as silk one should be prepare to
acquire biomaterials that are able to perform mechanically and structurally like their biological counterparts [16, 33].

Silk is a well-known natural protein fiber produced by Lepidoptera larvae such as silkworms and spiders such as Bombyx mori [34]. It consists of two main proteins, hydrophilic sericin and hydrophobic silk fibroin. Fibroin is found in the core of the structure while sericin is found surrounding fibroin [33]. The core protein is made up of three structural chains: heavy chain, light chain and a glycoprotein. The light chain and heavy chain are linked by a disulfide bond. The light chain functions for the secretion of protein from the silk glands, while the heavy chain, also referred to as fibroin protein, functions for production of fiber protein and determines the properties of silk fiber [3]. Silk fibroin is a protein structure composes of 18 amino-acid sequence of predominantly Glycine, Alanine, and Serine. The combination of amino-acids varies from species to species which results in differences in the silks’ chemical, structural, and mechanical properties [27, 33, 35]. For example, a sample of silk fibroin that possesses a high component of the poly-Alanine sequences have a more highly ordered crystalline structure which makes it less soluble in acid conditions, while a sample with poly-Gly-Ala sequences contains mostly beta-sheet regions (Figure 3) [35]. The silk fibroin has been a suitable biomaterial candidate for biomedical applications particularly for fabricating scaffolds for tissue regeneration. This is due to its compatible mechanical properties, ability to hold water vapor, oxygen permeability, blood compatibility, and biodegradability [27, 34]. However, pure silk fiber is brittle, so combining it with other materials is often needed such as in tissue engineering applications [29].
Figure 3. The chemical structure of silk fibroin

Blend Polymers

Blended systems based on silk fibroin and polysaccharides have been widely studied as an effective way to obtain desirable properties of each component [7, 16, 27, 32-34, 36]. The combination of silk with different polysaccharides has produced unique compounds that have proven to be valuable in biomedical engineering. Structural characterization methods aid to understand the interactions and behaviors of the regenerated biomaterials which leads to better control of the mixture process.

To utilize the biopolymers, it is necessary for the polymers to be dissolved in a solvent that is a suitable for its applications. As previously mentioned, cellulose, chitin and chitosan are insoluble in water and many organic solvents [24, 37]. It has been discovered that chitin and chitosan are soluble in hexafluoroisopropanol and hexafluoroacetone, however these solvents are not suitable for the biomedical field because of their toxicity [38].
**Ionic Liquids**

Ionic liquids (ILs) are an excellent alternative solvent which is used to dissolve natural polymers, therefore improving their ability to be processed [24, 34, 39, 40]. Scientists and engineers have tried to design materials with less hazardous and more environmentally friendly sources of energy production to decrease their environmental footprint [41]. The ILs are characterized as green solvents since they are non-volatile, non-flammable and recyclable [41]. In addition to being green solvents, ILs have gained popularity due to their chemical properties such as thermal stability, high ionic conductivity, negligible vapor pressure, and their easy recovery [34].

Theses solvents are salts, made up of a cationic and anionic component. The cationic species is responsible for certain chemical characteristics including the melting temperature and organic solubility, while the anionic species is responsible for the ILs air and water stability [42]. This leads to the facilitation of customizing ILs. The cationic part of ILs is characterized as a low bulky symmetric organic structure with a low melting point. Additionally, ILs are classified by their cationic group which falls into one of the following: 1) alkylammonium-, 2) dialkylimidazolium-, 3) phosphonium- and 4) N-alkylpyridinium. Cationic groups such as 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium (AMIM), 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium (BMIM) and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMIM), and anionic groups such as chloride, bromide, acetate, or formate have been reported as the most effective solvents for cellulose and chitin [24]. These imidazolium cations solvents differ from each other by the substitution of a unique side chain at position C1. The popularity of using the imidazolium ring as cation in ILs is due to its ease of synthesis, its
low viscosity, its stability within oxidative/reductive conditions, its unique properties as a catalyst, and its chemoselectivity for a variety of organic reactions [41].

In this study, we developed an understanding into how the thermal and morphological properties change as a function of material content and type of ionic liquid. We used ILs 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIMCl), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (EMIMCl) and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (EMIMAc) as solvents to dissolve cellulose/silk, chitin/silk and chitosan/silk. AMIMCl and EMIMCl have the same anionic group, chloride, but have different cation groups which connect to the imidazolium ring; EMIMCl has ethyl group while AMIMCl has the unique double bond that could enhance its reactions between the biomaterials and the IL (Figure 4). EMIMAc and EMIMCl share the same ethyl substitution (cation) but differ in the type and size of the anion group. The variations on the cation and/or anion can adjust the physical property of the ILs [42]. For example, it has been found that as the size and the asymmetry of the cation and anion increases, the melting point decreases. In our investigation, the regenerated films were characterized using Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC).
**Figure 4.** The chemical structure of Ionic Liquids used in this study
Chapter 2: Comparing the Interactions and Thermal Effect of Polysaccharides/Protein-Based Films In 1-Allyl-3-methylimidazolium Chloride as a Function of Material Composition

Introduction

Interest in researching and developing dynamic biomaterials for tissue engineering and environmental science has expanded in recent years due to increase in the demand of skin damage treatment and air and water pollution detection and remediation system, respectively. Biomaterials are categorized into two groups: natural and synthetic. Naturally derived biomaterials, such as polysaccharide-based (cellulose, chitin, chitosan) and protein-based (silk) biomaterials, have shown to be preferable over synthetic biomaterials for human applications [3]. Blending polysaccharides with proteins can mimic the natural environment of certain tissues [34, 43].

For the past 10 years, biopolymers, such as cellulose, chitin and its derivative chitosan, have shown potential for applications in drug and gene delivery, biomedical treatment, cosmetic, and heterogeneous catalytic [3, 26]. Cellulose, which consists of repeating glucose units connected by (β1-4) glycosidic bonds, is the most abundant renewable material and has been used in various applications such as biomedical research, fuel production, and 3D printing [18]. Chitin is the second most abundant natural biopolymer, containing the monomer (β1-4)-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine [19]. Annually, crustaceans, mollusks, insects, fungus, and certain algae produce more than 100 billion tons of chitin, with the main commercial source being shrimp and crab shells [21]. Chitin is a hard, white, inelastic nitrogenous hydrophobic linear polymer. It is
difficult to dissolve in conventional solvents and to produce on an industrial scale because of its high crystallinity and strong inter-and intra-molecular hydrogen bonding sheets [3, 24]. Chitosan is a partially deacetylated (under alkaline condition) derivative of chitin and is the most important practical chitin derivative [3, 19]. Chitosan has been utilized in hair and skin care products as well as environmental protection such as remediation of organic and inorganic contaminants including toxic metal and drugs in polluted waters [44, 45]. Structurally, chitosan is very similar to chitin and cellulose, they differ only at position carbon 2. For example, chitin has acetamido functional group, chitosan has the amine functional group and cellulose has the hydroxyl functional group. Even though the three polysaccharides share the (β1-4) anhydroglucosidic bond, cellulose demonstrates very different characteristics than either chitin or chitosan. Yet, all of these polysaccharides have two allomorph forms α and β, which can lead to different properties [34, 46]. These biopolymers can be distinguished by infrared and solid-state NMR spectroscopy together with X-ray diffraction [19]. Chitin and chitosan have advantageous chemical properties such as strong reactivity of amine and hydroxyl group, chelation with many transition metal ions, and contains medically desirable properties such as nontoxicity, biocompatibility, biodegradability, and antitumor, antibacterial, and antifungal activity [20, 26].

Silk proteins such as the Mori silk are a unique well-known biopolymer produced widely by silkworms and spiders [28, 34]. It primarily consists of a hydrophobic fibroin wrapped up by hydrophilic sericine [27]. Silk fibroin is a fiber composed of 18 amino acids such as glycine, alanine, serine [27]. Silk fibroin has many advantageous features, like strong mechanical properties, oxygen, and water vapor permeability,
biocompatibility, and biodegradability. These various features of silk fibroin can be manipulated and applied in tissue regeneration and biomedical applications [27]. Moreover, silk bio-polymerase is already utilized to create matrices for wound healing due to its crystalline structure that reflects UV radiation and acts as productive buffer between the skin and environment [3]. However, pure silk fiber is brittle, so combining the biopolymer with other materials, such as a polysaccharide, is often employed in tissue engineering applications [29]. To utilize cellulose, chitin, chitosan and silk in a diverse range of applications, it is essential to compose stable homogenous films in order to develop effective modification of these biopolymers. However, the strong intra-and intermolecular forces of these biopolymers decrease their solubility in many organic solvents [40]. Some studies have attempted to use organic solvents such as hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) or hexafluoroacetone to dissolve chitin with protein silk to obtain homogenous films [47]. Yet, these solvents have limited application due to high toxicity and difficult removal [38].

Ionic liquids (ILs) have been shown to be excellent alternative solvents for these natural polymers, improving their processability [24, 34, 39]. Ionic liquids are defined as group of organic salt compounds that are liquids at room temperature, have low melting points, and dissolve natural polymers [24]. These ILs have an imidazolium-based cation such as [AMIM] (1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium), [EMIM] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium), or (BMIM) (1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium) and an anion such as chloride, acetate, or bromide. ILs are attractive solvents due to their amenable properties including high thermal mechanical electrochemical stability, very low vapor pressure,
easy separation, low toxicity, and non-volatile [42]. In this study, we chose AMIMCl as a solvent due to its recent success at blending cellulose with other biomaterial [18, 48].

Considering the desirable properties of chitin, chitosan, cellulose and silk, a film composed of two polymers instead of one might mimic the naturally occurring environment of certain tissues [27, 34]. The characterization of blended structures based on silk fibroin/chitin, silk fibroin/chitosan, and silk fibroin/cellulose with various ratios using ILs have not yet fully explored [34, 49]. For instance when silk is mixed with an individual polysaccharide, the silk’s amino acid groups function as binding sites for the polysaccharide, which improves the toughness and stability of the materials with no substantial change in the chemical properties of the either polymers [49]. ILs can be easily removed from these products using ethanol or water, leaving behind effective materials that might be used in biomedical applications. As mimicking the natural scaffold of the exoskeleton of shrimp, once the ILs have been removed, the amino groups in the silk structure can rearrange and wrap around the polysaccharide monomer. This new configuration of silk-polysaccharide gives a combination of the two polymers’ properties. Changing the ratio of the silk/polysaccharide films can obtain structural modifications which affect the thermal stability and the topography of the films. Understanding the interactions between polysaccharides and protein and how the structures can be modified may contribute to innovative engineering designs. We aim to mimic the organic phase of the insect cuticle and the exoskeleton of crustacean by making polysaccharide nanofibers embedded in a silk-like protein matrix. In this study, the formation of the blended polysaccharides-silk films (cellulose/silk, chitin/silk, chitosan/silk) that dissolved in AMIMCl were investigated using various techniques
including FTIR, TGA, SEM, and DSC. Moreover, based on the different substituents in each polysaccharide’s backbone at carbon 2, we have observed different film formation with silk despite the similarity of the other 5 carbon substituents. The goal of this study is to characterize, understand and compare the behavior of each blending polysaccharides individually (cellulose, chitin and chitosan) with silk using AMIMCl by characterizing the modification of structure via thermal properties and topography.

Material and Methods

Material

Silk: The protein was provided by Dr. Xiao Hu from Rowan University, Cellulose: Avicel microcrystalline cellulose (Techware: Z26578-0) was acquired from Analtech (Newark, DE, USA), Chitin: Chitin from shrimp shells was purchased from Sigma (C7170), Chitosan: Chitosan was purchased from Sigma (448877), Ionic liquid: 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIMCl) was purchased from Alfa Aesar.

Experiment

AMIMCl was placed in a test tube (approximately 95 w/w). Then the tube was placed on a hotplate. α-Chitin/chitosan/cellulose and silk were added individually (about 5 w/w), and the experiment was conducted at a temperature between 100-105°C for 48 hours using magnetic stirring. The blended films were transferred between two glass slides. Water was added to the films to regenerate the polysaccharide /silk films and the samples were kept in water for another 48 hours to remove as much IL as possible. The films were dried for 24 hours in a vacuum oven at 50°C.
Characterization Methods

Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)

Fourier transform infrared Spectra (FTIR) analysis was performed using Bruker ALPHA-Platinum FTIR Spectrometer, with Platinum-Diamond sample module using Bruker OPUS Mentor Plus software version 7.2, Build: 7.2.139.1294. The spectra were collected in the wavenumber between 400-4000 cm⁻¹, resolution 4 cm⁻¹, 32 sample scans and 128 background scans. Six different locations were analyzed for each sample and averaged together. The percentage of the crystallinity of beta sheet of silk was obtained from each sample by selecting the Fourier Self Deconvolution, and the frequency range was set between 1700-1500 cm⁻¹ to enable the spectrum to be interactive in the selected wavenumber [50]. Then parameters were set as the following: Noise reduction 0.30 and Bandwidth 25 using a Lorentzian, Local Least Square and Gauss shape methods. To obtain the crystallinity of beta sheet, the sum numbers of beta sheet were divided by the sum numbers of the integral.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Thermal data was obtained using Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) which was carried out on TA Instruments Discovery system, performed on all samples in a nitrogen atmosphere. The heating process was run at 10°C/min ramp to 650°C for average sample of 6mg. The software determines derivative plot by using the peak height analysis.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Samples (approximately 5mg) were enclosed in TZero aluminum pans and run in a TA Instruments Discovery with a Refrigerated cooling system (RCS) and with nitrogen gas flow (25 mL min⁻¹). The standard Aluminum reference was used to calibrate the heat capacity. Samples heated from 5°C/min up to 120°C to allow the water to evaporate. They were then cooled down to -30°C, and heated up again to 170°C.

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

The SEM images were taken on the LEO1450EP SEM at Rutgers University Camden campus. A small piece was mounted on carbon tape on Denton Desk II Au-Pd sputter coater. The samples were sputter coated and run in a light-vacuum of 10V for 60 seconds. The magnification used in this paper is a scale bar of 2000x (10.00µm).

Results and Discussion

Structural Analysis

The observable morphology of the regenerated films differed according to the polysaccharide/protein composition: cellulose/silk films were characterized as firm and solid while chitin/silk and chitosan/silk films were soft and powdery. Table 1 displays the concentration of silk used in this paper. The various compositions were chosen to test the crystallinity of beta sheet and how these ratios could affect the interactions between chains and the ability of the amino acids to wrap around the individual polysaccharides. Our hypothesis is that as silk content increases the ability of the silk’s amino acids to
wrap around the polysaccharide monomer will increase. AMIMCl, cellulose, chitin, chitosan and silk each have a unique IR spectrum as shown in Figure 5. For example, the major peaks of cellulose are common to all polysaccharides, the broad regions of OH (3500-3000 cm⁻¹) and C-O (around 1100 cm⁻¹). Alternatively, chitin and chitosan share amide peaks at around 3200 and 1600 cm⁻¹ [51], this is also observed in the pure silk structure. The major peaks at 3050, 2965, 1570, and 1165 cm⁻¹ are characteristic of AMIMCl [52].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polysaccharide</th>
<th>Silk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cellulose</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitin</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Experimental conditions of the relative concentration of polysaccharides and silk

With the 20% silk films, the FTIR spectra indicates conformational modifications for the structures at the molecular level, possibly due to structural rearrangement of the chains when compared with the pure component as shown in Figure 5. It is important to
note that the ease of dissolution of polysaccharides in AMIMCl varies depending on the functional group and crystallinity of the given polysaccharide. Cellulose tends to dissolve more easily in AMIMCl [18, 53] when compared with chitin and chitosan. Youngs et al. suggest there is a small favorable van der Waals energy contribution between the sugar and cations (imidazolium ring) [53]. Thus, the spectra elucidate sharper peaks related to the cation part of the ionic liquid (N-C aromatic ring) at the wavenumber of 1165 cm\(^{-1}\) stacking between chains in all the structures of all polysaccharide blended bio-composite films. As shown from IR spectra in Figure 5, the blended films have more intense absorbance compared with the pure component, and there are some peaks (amide I and II regions, 1576-1646 cm\(^{-1}\)) appear in cellulose/silk 20\% (CES20) film, which did not appear in the pure cellulose spectra. This can be explained by the hydrogen bonding that occurs between hydroxyl groups in cellulose and the cation groups in the AMIMCl and between hydroxyl groups in cellulose and the amine groups in silk. Moreover, the spectra illustrate an increase in the absorbance of the amide I and II regions (between 1576-1646 cm\(^{-1}\)) when 20\% silk was added to all three polymers, as seen in Figure 5. Unlike the spectra of CES20 film and chitosan/silk 20\% (CTS20) film, the amide III peak (1260 cm\(^{-1}\)) is intense in chitin/silk 20\% (CHS20) film, which may contribute to the extra strong hydrogen bonding chitin forms with fiber silk [28].

At first there seem that no significant change in IR spectra between 80\% silk films and 20\% silk films within the same polysaccharide, as seen in Figure 6. The major obvious change is in cellulose/silk 80\% (CES80) film, the amide I peak has higher intensity than amide II peak which is contrary to the CES20 film that has higher intensity of amide II peak than amide I peak. Even though the spectra appears to be identical
between the 20% and 80% silk films for both chitin and chitosan, there is a difference in crystallinity. When the crystallinity of the beta sheet was calculated using Local Least Square and Gauss shape methods [50], the crystallinity of the beta sheet increased when the amount of silk increased from 20% to 80% silk for each polysaccharide (Table 2). Therefore, it can be determined that the interactions between silk and polysaccharides increase the crystallinity of the beta sheet, for as the silk ratio increase from 20% to 80% the crystallinity values increase in proportion to the percentage of silk in the film.

**Figure 5.** The comparison of IR spectra for the pure polysaccharide chitin, chitosan cellulose and protein silk, with spectra for the blended films chitin/silk 20 (CHS20), chitosan/silk 20 (CTS20), cellulose/silk 20 (CES20)

Beta sheet of silk interacts differently with chains of cellulose, chitin and chitosan. In cellulose blended films, the crystallinity of beta sheet increases from 28.4% in CES20 to 37.6% in CES80. While in chitin blended films, the crystallinity increases
from 22.4% (CHS20) to 42.2% chitin/silk 80 (CHS80), and in chitosan, the number grows from 18.1% (CTS20) to 31.3% chitosan/silk 80 (CTS80). As a result, the ratio of the beta sheet elevates by 9.2% as the amount of silk increases (20% to 80%) in cellulose-silk films. Alternatively, in chitin-silk films, the ratio jumps by 19.8%, and chitosan-silk films gets the moderate ratio between cellulose-silk and chitin-silk films 13.2%. This could be due to the higher likelihood of interaction between the chitin chains and silk fiber relative to either cellulose or chitosan because of chitin’s acetamido function that makes it available to hydrogen bond with silk chains. Overall, absorbance increases in the amide (I, II) area as the amount of silk ratio increases from 20% to 80% silk in cellulose, chitin and chitosan as shown in Figure 6. The increase in the absorbance of the amide region proved that there are some interactions between beta sheet in silk and polysaccharides caused by hydrogen bonding. Consequently, the crystallinity of beta sheet will rise for cellulose, chitin and chitosan. The highest jump in crystallinity of beta sheet is shown by chitin/silk films (CHS20 to CHS80).
**Figure 6.** The IR spectra of 20% silk films cellulose/silk 20 (CES20), chitosan/silk 20 (CTS20), chitin/silk 20 (CHS20), and the spectra of 80% silk films cellulose/silk 80 (CES80), chitosan/silk 80 (CTS80), chitin/silk 80 (CHS80)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polysaccharide</th>
<th>Crystallinity of beta sheet in 20% silk film</th>
<th>Crystallinity of beta sheet in 80% silk film</th>
<th>The difference in crystallinity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cellulose</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
<td>37.6%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitin</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** The percentage of crystallinity of beta sheet blended films at 20 and 80% silk and the crystallinity differences.
Morphology Analysis (SEM)

As can be seen in Figure 7, the SEM images demonstrate the topological changes in film morphology as the proportion of silk changes in each polysaccharide. In Figure 7, the films with higher amounts of silk (80% silk) have smoother surfaces than films with less silk (20% silk) [34]. As previously discussed, the polysaccharides share very similar backbone structures. For instance, the difference between chitosan and cellulose is that chitosan has an amine group at position 2 and cellulose has a hydroxyl group. This impacts the morphology of the films, with cellulose film presenting a more fibrous structure surface (Figure 7 CES20) while chitosan films demonstrate a more porosity construction surface (Figure 7 CTS20). In accordance with the FTIR results that demonstrate chitosan-silk films containing moderate crystalline beta sheets (1576-1646 cm\(^{-1}\)), the pores morphology of chitosan-silk films indicate that polymeric chains are disrupted, making a space between chains. The surface of chitin-silk film (Figure 7 CHS20) reveals some divided parts (cuts), which may be an indication of chitin’s backbone chains expanding during the mixing process. These insights gained from SEM images match the IR spectra patterns analysis.
Figure 7. SEM images for polysaccharides/silk films at 20% and 80% silk (CES20), (CES80), (CHS20), (CHS80), (CTS20), and (CTS80)

Thermal Analysis (TGA)

TGA experiments enabled further characterization of structural modifications based on thermal stability and structural strength, as measured by decomposition temperatures. The TGA curves depict thermal degradation temperatures for pure microcrystalline cellulose, chitin, chitosan, silk and for the blended films (Figure 8). Obviously, the thermal degradation of the pure polysaccharides component shows that chitosan has less stability when compared with cellulose and chitin. The initial weight
loss below 100 °C is because of water evaporation [49, 54]. The thermogravimetric analysis of pure chitin reveals its two-stage decomposition processing, with a first maximum at 287 °C and a second maximum at 396 °C [55]. Alternatively, pure cellulose and chitosan display one phase degradation, with maxima at 363 °C and 288 °C for cellulose and chitosan, respectively (Table 3). From Table 3, it should be noted that the 20% silk films have two maximum decomposition temperatures for all polysaccharide films, while in 80% silk films the chitosan film (CTS20) is the only film that has two decomposition temperatures. Generally, the main observation of the curves in Figure 8 is that the decomposition of the blended films occurs at the lower temperature than the pure material component, which is due to the chain disruption causing stability changes. Furthermore, increases in the silk content (20% to 80% silk) in the blended films slightly increases the temperature of thermal degradation, indicating that silk content provides a thermal stability in the blended films due to an increase in percent crystallinity as shown in the FTIR section [32]. Interestingly, the minor degrading step occurs over 350 °C in the CHS20 film and below 300 °C in the pure chitin. This could be interpreted by the decomposition of acetamido group [55], and the amorphous chains may happen at the first (minor) decomposition step in the pure chitin. The minor decomposition in CHS20 film could be related to the very hard crystalline region that did not disrupt during the mixing process. However, the CHS80 film decomposed in one step.

The maximum temperature decomposition of blended films varied according to the amount of silk. As seen in Table 3, the maximum decomposition increases slightly when the amount of silk increases (20% to 80%) in all blended polysaccharides. The higher change in temperature (based on the first decomposition) is in chitin films (CHS20
to CHS80) by 10°C, giving supportive evidence for the IR results. Whereas the lowest temperature change is in cellulose films (CES20 to CES80) by 3°C, and chitosan films (CTS20 to CTS80) has the intermediate temperature change among chitin and cellulose films with 7°C. Moreover, in both 20% and 80% silk films, the appearance of the shoulder in the derivative peak for chitosan films could be attributed to the free amine groups in chitosan and free amide groups in silk weakly interacting during degradation.
Figure 8. The thermal degradation of the pure polysaccharide, silk and blended films A) percent weight decomposition, B) derivative percent weight decomposition.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Maximum decomposition (1) °C</th>
<th>Maximum decomposition (2) °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-pure Cellulose</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitin</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silk</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-20% silk film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES20</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS20</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS20</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-80% silk film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES80</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS80</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS80</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** The maximum decomposition of the pure polysaccharides, silk and the blended films
Thermal Analysis (DSC)

Figure 9 shows the DSC thermograms for the blended films. It can be noted that the water evaporation peak ($T_w$) appears more obvious and broad in chitosan films than cellulose and chitin films. For chitosan films, the range of $T_w$ is around 70-170°C and for cellulose and chitin films is around 80-130°C. We need to remember that the presented data represents the second cycle in the DSC protocol; hence, $T_w$ can be associated with the glass transition temperature ($T_g$). This typical result was observed in the TGA data where about 7 to 10% could be accounted to water loss. Thus, we could assume that the higher and broad $T_w$ peak in chitosan films correlated to the great pores in the surface of the SEM image. Alternatively, cellulose and chitin films exhibit less magnitude in this area. The $T_g$, for pure silk is around 180°C and for pure chitin is around 130°C [56, 57]. The strength of water holding capacity increases with increase in N-deacetylation (going from chitin to chitosan) due to the free hydrophilicity groups of amine in chitosan [57]. In cellulose and chitin, the initial water molecules are associated with hydroxyl groups, as the free amine present in the system (chitosan), the newly created hydrophilic center is present and the number of water molecules bound to the chains increase.
Figure 9. DSC curves of blended films at 20% and 80% silk concentration

Conclusion

Here, we have investigated and compared the effect of high and low concentrations of blended silk films using three different polysaccharides and the ionic liquid 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIMCl). The importance of these biopolymers (cellulose, chitin, chitosan, silk) resides in their biological properties (biodegradability, biocompatibility and non-toxicity). The blended polymer technique offers distinct properties arising from the desirable characteristic of both protein (silk) and polysaccharides (cellulose, chitin and chitosan), improving the stability and strength of the material. We can conclude from this study that increasing the silk content in the polysaccharides can increase the molecular interactions between the biopolymers, causing an increase in the stability of the blended film. Even though there is no significant change in IR spectra between 80% and 20% silk in chitin and chitosan films,
the calculation of the crystallinity of beta sheet shows significant changes as amount of silk increases. In addition, chitin films show the highest beta sheet crystallinity going from 20% to 80% silk. The TGA results also illustrate that the thermal stability is higher for the chitin films as compared to chitosan and cellulose films. The low concentration chitosan film (20% silk) has more pores surface in SEM image, which may correlate to its lowest thermal stability and high water absorbance. By understanding the effect of structural and thermal stability based on polysaccharide as a function of silk content, the behavior of different blended films facilitates the development of customized blended structure for each tissue engineering and environmental pollution detection and remediation applications.

**Abbreviation:** Cellulose/silk 20(CES20), cellulose/silk 80 (CES80), chitin/silk 20 (CHS20), chitin/silk 80 (CHS80), chitosan/silk 20 (CTS20), chitosan/silk 80 (CTS80)
Chapter 3: Comparing the Structure and the Thermal Behavior of Chitin/Silk Composite Films as a Function of Ionic Liquid Type

Introduction

Natural polymers have been studied and utilized for the past two decades. Typical examples, such as bone, tooth, wood, arthropod cuticle, and crustacean exoskeleton are natural structural materials that are the inspiration for sustainable structural composites [22]. These biopolymers are assembled to produce a complex hierarchical structure that has the advantageous chemical properties of strength and toughness [28, 43]. Many studies have tried to mimic their naturally occurring environment by blending polysaccharides and protein to obtain various materials that can be used in applications suitable for biotechnological, biological, biomedical and environmental applications [16, 27, 28, 32, 34]. Yet, the modification and relationship between physicochemical properties and morphology of blended biomaterial structures has not been fully explored. These natural polymers (e.g. polysaccharides or protein) accomplish diverse functions in the natural world. For example, polysaccharides function in the aggregation of the extracellular matrix, and proteins are multi-adhesive with different matrix molecules and function as a catalyst.

Among the natural polysaccharides, chitin is a homopolysaccharide, which contains only a single monomeric species. It is the most widespread biopolymer after cellulose, composed of 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-β-D-glucopyranose repeating units. Chitin has limited applications due to insolubility and high crystallinity of the polymer [24].
Many studies have tried to dissolve it, or to modify its monomers to improve its solubility [24, 40, 58]. To improve chitin solubility, it has been deacetylated to chitosan, which is a linear deacetylated derivative of chitin, and widely used in tissue engineering and wound-healing applications [29, 34]. It has structural similarity with glycosaminoglycans (GAGs—an important component of the extracellular matrix (ECM)), and has antimicrobial and hemostatic properties [27, 34]. Chitin and its derivative chitosan have shown tremendous promise as tissue-bracing substances [59]. The stability of chitosan is inferior than chitin due to its high hydrophilic groups [19]. Chitin has been blended with proteins to mimic the scaffold of the insect cuticle and the exoskeleton of crustaceans to replace damaged tissues due to its stable, tough and strong structure [28]. In comparison to the hydroxyl and ether groups that cellulose possessed, chitin has acetamido groups that can play a role in the blending processes originated by extra hydrogen bonds as seen in the previous chapter.

Silk is a widely-used protein often blended with polysaccharides to obtain materials that are strong enough to support cellular growth [16, 27, 30, 32-34]. It is made of fibrous proteins produced by silkworms [60]. Silk fibroin, which is the core of silk fiber, is composed of highly sequenced hydrophobic amino acids groups. Silk’s physical and chemical properties are affected by the molecular conformation of silk fibroin, so to control these properties, the molecular conformation needs to be considered [32]. Silk I and silk II are the two types of molecular conformation of the secondary structure of silk fibroin. Silk I is a non-crystal, random, coil α-helix and is water-soluble while silk II is a highly organized stable β-sheet conformation, insoluble in water. Despite these differing properties, both conformations are present in silk fibroin product [32]. Silk fibroin is
considered to be an appropriate substance for use in the biomedical field due to properties such as good water vapor and oxygen permeability, blood compatibility, and improvement of collagen deposition and fibroblasts proliferation [34]. Recently, different types of regenerated silk fibroin-based bio-material have been used in many applications including membranes, gels, and scaffolds [61]. However, in solutions, intermolecular hydrogen bonds are not enough to stabilize the silk fibroin structure, and it is characterized as brittle. To improve the properties of silk, a blended system with polysaccharides has been suggested [30, 31]. One study fabricated a chitin-silk bio-composite to yield homogeneous films using hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) or hexafluoroacetone as a solvent [28], but these solvents are not suitable for the biomedical field because of their toxicity [38].

It is necessary to choose a suitable solvent to dissolve and blend these biomaterials. Ionic liquids (ILs) are group of organic solvents that have been shown to work effectively for dissolution of natural polymers [18, 24, 34, 40, 42, 53]. With developing awareness of environmental protection, researchers are directed to replace traditional volatile organics with more environmentally friendly or “green” solvents, so ILs have been selected as the replacement [42]. In addition, ILs have been chosen due to their desirable properties such as high thermal, mechanical, and electrochemical stability, very low vapor pressure, easy separation, low toxicity, and non-volatility [42]. The imidazolium-based ionic liquids have been selected as a more effective solvent of the natural polymer of chitin [30, 34]. IL’s physical and chemical properties are controlled by their positive (cation) and negative (anion) charges [42]. In this study, three different ILs have been tested for dissolving and blending chitin/silk with an upper (80%) and lower
(20%) silk content we used: 1-allyl-3-methylimidazoliumchloride (AMIMCl), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazoliumchloride (EMIMCl), and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (EMIMAc). AMIMCl and EMIMCl share the same anion chloride but differ in cations, whereas EMIMAc has a distinctive anion acetate. Understanding the modification of the regenerated blended chitin/silk structure based on their various ILs has not been fully studied yet. Our investigation focuses on comparing the stability and structural modification of chitin/silk based as a function of different IL types, and on comparing the structural variation behavior of each IL on the film as the amount of silk content increases from 20% to 80%. The regenerated films were characterized using Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) techniques.

**Material and Methods**

**Material**

Chitin from shrimp shells was purchased from Sigma (C7170). The silk protein was provided by Dr. Xiao Hu from Rowan University. Ionic liquids AMIMCl, EMIMCl and EMIMAc were all purchased from Alfa Aesar.

**Experiment**

AMIMCl, EMIMCl and EMIMAc were placed separately in a test tube (representing 95 w/w of the total weight). Then the tube was placed on a hotplate. α-Chitin and silk fibroin were added (representing 5 w/w of the total weight), and the experiment was run between 100-105 °C for 48 hours using magnetic stirring. The blended films were transferred between two glass slides. Water was added to the films to
regenerate the chitin/silk films and the samples were kept in water for another 48 hours to remove as much IL as possible at 25°C. The films were dried for 24 hours in a vacuum oven at 50°C.

**Characterization Methods**

**Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)**

Fourier transform infrared Spectra (FTIR) analysis was performed using Bruker’s ALPHA-Platinum FTIR Spectrometer, with Platinum-Diamond sample module and Bruker OPUS Mentor Plus software version 7.2, Build: 7.2.139.1294. The spectra were collected between the wavenumber between 400-4000 cm⁻¹, resolution 4 cm⁻¹, 32 sample scans and 128 background scans. Six different locations were analyzed for each sample and averaged together. The percentage of the crystallinity of beta sheet of silk were obtained from each sample by selecting the Fourier Self Deconvolution, and the frequency range was set between 1700-1500 cm⁻¹ to enable the spectrum to be interactive in that wavenumber [50]. Then parameters were set as the following: Noise reduction 0.30, Bandwidth 25 with Lorentzian. Local Least Square and Gauss shape methods. To obtain the crystallinity of beta sheet, the sum numbers of beta sheet were divided by the sum numbers of the integral.

**Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)**

Thermal data was obtained using Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) which was carried out on TA Instruments Discovery system, performed on all samples in a nitrogen atmosphere. The heat process was run from 10 °C/min ramp up to 650 °C for average
sample of 6 mg. The software determines derivative plot by using the peak height analysis. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Samples (approximately 5 mg) were enclosed in TZero aluminum pans and run in a TA Instruments Discovery with a Refrigerated cooling system (RCS) with nitrogen gas flow (25 mL min⁻¹). The standard Aluminum reference was used to calibrate the heat capacity. Samples heated from 5 °C/min to 120 °C to allow the water to evaporate. They were then cooled down to -30 °C, and heated up again to 170 °C.

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

The SEM images were taken on the LEO1450EP SEM at Rutgers University Camden campus. A small piece was mounted on carbon tape on Denton Desk II Au-Pd sputter coater. The samples were sputter-coated and run in a light-vacuum of 10V for 60 seconds. The magnification used in this paper is with a scale bar of 2000x (10.00µm).

Results and Discussion

ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy Analysis

The regenerated chitin/silk films were dissolved with various ILs with different cation and anion species and were coagulated with water at room temperature. The dissolution of chitin in different ILs has been studied previously, and amongst the ILs we used, it has been proven that EMIMAc has the highest proportion of chitin dissolution [62]. As a result, the EMIMAc blended films can be physically characterized as molded solids, while AMIMCl and EMIMCl blended films were unshaped and powdery. The
qualitative results show that the films which have the same anion chloride ILs (EMIMCl and AMIMCl) produce unshaped soft films, while changing the anion size of IL from chloride to acetate (EMIMAc) makes the films more molded and sturdy. This indicates that the extensive hydrogen bonding network in chitin was disrupted further by EMIMAc and created new strong hydrogen bonding between the anion acetate and hydroxyl groups of the chitin [34], amine and carboxyl groups of silk. The following characterization methods allow for further understanding.

To compare the structural modification of chitin/silk films based on different ILs, it is preferable to briefly mention the main functional groups in the pure samples. As observed in Figure 10, chitin spectrum’s major peaks are located at OH and NH regions at wavenumber 3600-3200 cm\(^{-1}\), amide I (1629 and 1662 cm\(^{-1}\)), II (1558 cm\(^{-1}\)) and III (1312 cm\(^{-1}\)) regions, and C-O-C bond at 1045 cm\(^{-1}\). Silk fibroin spectrum shares the presence of NH, amide I, II and III with chitin at wavenumber 3285, 1623, 1517, 1233 cm\(^{-1}\) respectively. ILs have common C-H peaks which are located around 3000-2800 cm\(^{-1}\), C=C (imidazolium ring) peaks at 1560 cm\(^{-1}\) and CN peaks at 1150 cm\(^{-1}\). In EMIMAc, there is a unique sharp peak at 1376 cm\(^{-1}\) wavenumber which corresponds to the anion species (C-C bond in the anion).
Figure 10. The IR spectra for pure ILs, EMIMAc, EMIMCl, AMIMCl and pure chitin and silk component

FTIR spectra of chitin/silk blended materials are assessed based on ILs and the silk compositions. Figure 11 allows the comparison of chitin/silk IL films to be constructed. Various ILs have shown different impacts on the overall blended structures. In all IL films, similar peaks appear for OH, amide I, II, III, COC and C-C bond regions. In addition, the CN (aromatic ring) peak is found in all IL films. Generally, the EMIMAc films spectra are distinguishable from EMIMCl and AMIMCl films spectra mostly between 1690-1300 cm$^{-1}$ region, while the IR of AMIMCl and EMIMCl blended films display similar spectra. Thus, EMIMAc films have the most altered structure (compared to the pure chitin in Figure 10), especially in the bonds that are located in the 1690-1300 cm$^{-1}$ region. The peak at 1550 cm$^{-1}$, which is related to the amide II bond and CO stretching of the acetyl group (overlapping of two acetyl groups of IL and pure chitin), is
more intense and broad than in the EMIMCl and AMIMCl films, and there is no significant difference in this region between EMIMCl and AMIMCl films. Furthermore, EMIMAc films have a single sharp peak at 1690 cm$^{-1}$ (amide I), compared with other IL films that have two peaks (1655-1625 cm$^{-1}$), which is very similar to the pure chitin spectrum [63]. Another notable difference between chloride and acetate films in IR is in 1440-1350 cm$^{-1}$ region (asymmetrical CH bending of the CH$_2$ group [51]). That peak is split into two peaks and became more intense. Also, amide III region (around 1300 cm$^{-1}$), is shifting to the higher wavenumber in EMIMAc films. These modifications of the structure in EMIMAc films may indicate that the interaction increases between hydroxyl group and acetyl groups of chitin and anion species (acetate), and that possible amide of silk causes the structural changes observed in IR spectrum altering of the pure chitin.

In this study, we also looked at the chitin/silk structural modification as the concentration of silk increases from 20% to 80%. Initially, we assumed that the interaction between silk and chitin increases when the concentration of silk increases. As can be seen in Figure 11, there are no remarkable changes between 20% and 80% silk in all three IL films. Yet, the crystallinity of beta sheet calculation, using Local Least Square and Gauss shape methods [50], indicates enhancement in crystallinity as amount of silk added in all blended films. Table 4 shows the percentage of crystallinity of beta sheet in 20% and 80% silk of IL films. In the EMIMAc films (EMIMAc/S20 to EMIMAc/S80), the percent crystallinity increased from 37.2% to 44.8%, from 22.4% to 42.2% in AMIMCl films (AMIMCl/S20 to AMIMCl/S80), and from 27.5% to 39.6% in EMIMCl films (EMIMCl/S20 to EMIMCl/S80). This could indicate structural
modification as the silk ratio changed, causing the interaction that made the crystallinity of beta sheet to be higher in all IL films. The larger amount of silk (80%) might be enough to create extra hydrogen bonding with chitin monomers, and the swollen beta sheet of silk that may not find enough amount of chitin chains to interact with. This could cause the beta sheets to self-assemble which increases the crystallinity.

**Figure 11.** The FTIR spectra of regenerated blended films, chitin/silk20 AMIMCl (AMIMCl/S20), chitin/silk80 AMIMCl (AMIMCl/silk80), chitin/silk20 EMIMCl (EMIMCl/S20), chitin/silk80 EMIMCl (EMIMCl/S80), chitin/silk20 EMIMAc (EMIMAc/S20), chitin/silk80 EMIMAc (EMIMAc/S80).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Crystallinity of beta sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMIMAc/S20</td>
<td>37.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMAc/S80</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIMCl/S20</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIMCl/S80</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMCl/S20</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMCl/S80</td>
<td>39.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The crystallinity of beta sheet at 20% and 80% silk films

**Morphology Analysis (SEM)**

The surfaces of ILs chitin/silk films were studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to contrast the morphological properties of the various IL films. The images illustrate notable changes according the type of cation, anion or silk proportion. Looking at the three images on the left side of Figure 12, the IL films that have the same cation species with an ethyl functional group (EMIMCl and EMIMAc) show rough surfaces, while the film containing an allyl group (AMIMCl) reveals some divided parts (cuts) in its morphology. Moreover, a fibrous structure is observed in the surface of the ethyl films (EMIMAc/S20 and EMIMCl/S20). This possibly contributes to the interaction that ethyl caused within the structure possibly resulting in similar topology for EMIMCl and EMIMAc films. The films with high elevated silk content have smoother topology in all IL films [34], which probably indicates increases in the interaction between the
hydroxyl function of chitin with amine and the hydroxyl function of silk, as seen in the calculation of crystallinity of beta sheet, and the dominance of the silk structure.

Figure 12. The SEM images of IL films of chitin/silk for AMIMCl, EMIMCl and EMIMAc at 20% and 80% silk

Thermal Analysis (TGA)

The thermal stability of the blended films was assessed by thermogravimetric analysis to determine the thermal behavior of chitin based on the different ILs used and silk composition. Thermogravimetric analysis results of the chitin/silk IL films are given in Figure 13. Generally, the thermal stability of the samples is controlled based on the type of IL used to regenerate the sample [36]. The initial weight loss around 100°C is due
to the loss of moisture [32, 54]. The maximum decomposition, 1 and 2, for the IL films are shown in Table 5. EMIMAc films show less thermal stability compared with other IL films. This can lead the comparison to be made based on the anion type, which means that the films that have the acetate anion are less thermally stable even though they perform superior mixture films relative to EMIMCl and AMMICl [34, 62]. Alternatively, the EMIMCl films acquire the highest thermal stability. Yet, the EMIMAc/S20 illustrates the second minor decomposition over 350 °C, which has high thermal stability in that position. Changing the size of anion from small ion chloride to bigger ion acetate can decrease thermal stability due to the increase in the backbone spacing between the chitin and silk, and due to an increase in number of interactions. Despite the fact that AMIMCl and EMIMAc share no characteristics in either cation or anion domains, the observation of the late peak (decomposition 2) over 350 °C was seen in both EMIMAc/S20 and AMIMCl/S20 films. The lowest early decomposition peak (1) appears around 203 °C in EMIMCl/S20, whereas it does not appear in other ILs. Moreover, a broad derivative range between 200-350 °C is noticed in EMIMCl/S20 which is similar to the pure chitin line decomposition (Figure 13). Possibly EMIMCl have less effect on chitin chains while EMIMAc and AMIMCl have the ability to disrupt some chitin chains by functionalizing some acetamido groups and allowing to interact with beta sheet of silk. The low maximum temperature decomposition shown in AMIMCl/S20 and EMIMAc/S20 samples may be related to the functionalized acetamido backbone (the first phase) and the second phase may be related to the un-functionalized acetamido backbone [64].

In addition to the comparison of different ILs used, the thermal stability as a function of increasing the silk content in each individual IL films was also evaluated. As
the concentration of protein increases (20% to 80%) the AMIMCl samples follow the rule for slightly increasing the decomposition temperature (as seen in chapter 2) [32]. This might be responsible for the increase in the interaction between silk and chitin chains with control of the allyl function for stability rearranging. The allyl group of AMIMCl which contains a double bond, seems more reactive than groups without a double bond; thus, this increasing of thermal stability from AMIMCl/S20 to AMIMCl/S80 was expected [62]. Conversely, the EMIMAc and EMIMCl samples show no significant change. In 80% silk samples, all IL films display one step decomposition due to being composed predominately of silk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Maximum decomposition (1)°C</th>
<th>Maximum decomposition (2)°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chitin</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silk</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMAc/S20</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMAc/S80</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMCl/S20</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMCl/S80</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIMCl/S20</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIMCl/S80</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The maximum decomposition temperatures (1, 2) for pure chitin, silk and regenerated chitin/silk IL films
Figure 13. The thermal degradation of pure chitin, silk and regenerated chitin/silk sample with ILs. A) percent weight decomposition B) derivative percent weight decomposition
Now we discuss the thermal degradation of chitin films 100% chitin/ILs (no silk in the films) to show that the two decomposition temperatures are also found in the pure films, and they varied depending on the type of ILs used. As seen in Figure 14, all three IL films have two degradation steps. However, the AMIMCl and EMIMAc films illustrate about 50:50 degradation of the films, while EMIMCl film shows unequal degradation. This possibly indicates that the films containing AMIMCl and EMIMAc have more space between chitin backbone which means that these ILs have somehow the ability to disrupt some of the inter-molecular interaction between chitin chains resulting in increasing the space between chitin backbone, and the thermal degradation shows two steps. In addition, the thermal graph shows low temperature degradation for chains that are perturbed by AMIMCl and EMIMAc while higher degradation temperature for the chains not effected by ILs. It could also be related to the regenerating process which causes these chains to come tightly together resulting in an increase in their degradation temperature. On the other hand, EMIMCl film has less spacing between chains which indicates that EMIMCl has less disrupting ability and less phase separation. Overall, from the thermal graphs, we can infer that the two degradation temperatures are mainly related to the chitin morphology and its ability for the chains disentanglement in ionic liquid and/or during their reassembly in water.
Figure 14. Thermal degradation for pure chitin and 100% chitin film in three different ILs, A) percent weight decomposition B), derivative percent weight decomposition

Thermal Analysis (DSC)

Figure 15 illustrates the DSC thermogram curves for blended chitin/silk IL films. According to the ILs utilized, the EMIMAc films display the obvious broad water evaporation ($T_w$) peak in range of 70-160°C. In contrast to the EMIMAc films, it is hard to observe the $T_w$ peak in the EMIMCl/S20 line. The AMIMCl samples have the water evaporation peak between 90-130°C. From this result, we could say that the EMIMAc
films absorb more water than EMIMCl and AMIMCl films, while EMIMCl/S20 has less ability to absorb water. Let’s remember that the thermograms showed in Figure 15 shows the 2nd cycle results after evaporating most of the water during the first cycle; hence, $T_w$ can be related to the glass transition temperature. The glass transition temperature $T_g$, for pure silk is around 180°C and for pure chitin is around 130°C [56, 57]. Also, it has been reported that the $T_g$ decreases as the water content increases for chitin. Thus, the increase in $T_w$ of our biomaterials is related to both a decrease in water content and an increase in silk content, specially an increase in beta sheet formation. In addition, the number of interactions of acetate anions can play a significant role in this observation. The TGA analysis demonstrated that EMIMCl/ S20 has greater thermal stability while EMIMAc has the lowest. As the silk content increases, the $T_w$ peak is similar in the AMIMCl/S80 sample (going from AMIMCl/S20 to AMIMCl/S80), which correlates to the thermal stability as seen in TGA analysis. Alternatively, $T_w$ increases as the silk content increases as in EMIMAc (EMIMAc/S20 to EMIMAc/S80) samples. As mentioned earlier, this is related to an increase in amount of interaction and due to an increase in silk content. Pure silk has a higher $T_g$ than pure chitin. This is consistent with previous results [36]. DSC analysis indicates a strong relationship to water content and an increased number of interactions.
Conclusion

In this study, we compared the behavior of blended chitin/silk (at 20% and 80% silk) films in three different types of ILs: AMIMCl, EMIMCl and EMIMAc. We observed the modification of the structural, morphological, and thermal properties according to their variances in anion and cation species of ILs, as well as the silk composition. The films that contain the same anion chloride (EMIMCl and AMIMCl films) performed similarly in the IR spectrum (very similar to the pure chitin spectrum), while the acetate anion (EMIMAc films) has a unique spectrum (different than the pure chitin spectrum). The thermal degradation for acetate films has the lowest stability, yet in the (EMIMAc/S20) film, there is a minor degradation peak (second degradation) over 350 °C. In the 100 % chitin films, the two degradation temperatures are mainly related to the chitin morphology and its ability for the chain to disentangle in ionic liquid and reassemble in water. The EMIMCl films show the highest thermal stability amongst the
IL films. The size and number of interactions of the anion can play a role in thermal stability, as the size of the anion increases, the thermal stability decreases. The increase of the silk content promotes the increase of the crystallinity of the beta sheet in all prepared films. In addition, the increase of the silk concentration impacts thermal stability. In the AMIMCl and EMIMCl films, the thermal stability was slightly enhanced as the silk increased. This enhancement was not observed with the film regenerated with EMIMAc. In DSC analysis, the broad range in $T_w$ appeared in the EMIMAc films and EMIMCl/S80. Alternatively, the lowest observed peak is shown in EMIMCl/S20, which has the higher thermal stability in TGA analysis. In the SEM analysis, it seems that the type of cation plays a small role in controlling the overall surface of the blended films. The surface of the sample that include the ethyl cation displayed the fibrous structural surface (EMIMAc and EMIMCl films). By understanding the effect of each IL on blending chitin with silk using upper and lower ratios of silk, the design of tissue engineering scaffolds can be controlled.

**Abbreviation:** chitin/silk 20 AMIMCl (AMIMCl/S20), chitin/silk 80 AMIMCl (AMIMCl/S80), chitin/silk 20 EMIMCl (EMIMCl/S20), chitin/silk 80 EMIMCl (EMIMCl/S80), chitin/silk 20 EMIMAc (EMIMAc/S20), chitin/silk 80 EMIMAc (EMIMAc/S80)
Chapter 4: Study of Blending Chitosan/Silk in AMIMCl and EMIMCl

Chitosan is an important derivative of chitin, and chitin has been converted to chitosan to improve its processing strategies [20]. Blended systems of chitosan with silk have shown considerable potential for skin-healing applications [29, 34, 45]. Ionic liquids have been studied as a solvent to dissolve chitosan with silk, yet the structural modifications and thermal stability of regenerated IL materials have not been fully explored in the literature. In this brief study, chitosan/ silk materials have been blended using two different ionic liquids as a solvent, [AMIMCl] (1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride), [EMIMCl] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride) with 20% and 80% silk concentration. Here the modifications of structure are seen in FTIR, DSC, TGA and SEM (Figures 16-19).

The films’ preparation is described in Chapters 2 and 3. Figure 16 shows the IR spectrum of chitosan/silk IL films. The main observed difference between AMIMCl and EMIMCl films is in the range of 1700-1000 cm⁻¹. At wavenumber 1458 cm⁻¹, the peak is split into two peaks and became more intense in AMIMCl films in comparison with EMIMCl films. Looking for the comparison based on the increase of silk content (from 20% to 80% silk) in these IL films, the IR spectra show no significant difference between 20% and 80% silk samples. Yet, the crystallinity of beta sheet displays an increase as silk concentration increases in both AMIMCl and EMIMCl films (Table 6).
**Figure 16.** The IR spectrum of chitosan/silk IL samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Crystallinity of beta sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMIMCl/S20</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIMCl/S80</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMCl/S20</td>
<td>28.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIMCl/S80</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.** The crystallinity of beta sheet for chitosan/silk IL films
Figure 17 illustrates thermal analysis for regenerated chitosan/silk IL samples. Both IL films show the early shoulder degradation peak which may relate to the free amine groups in chitosan with amide group of silk weakly interacting during degradation. In AMIMCl films, increases in the silk content (20% to 80% silk) slightly increases the temperature of thermal degradation, indicating that silk content provides thermal stability in the blended films which agrees with the previous study [32]. This result corresponds with an increase in crystallinity of beta sheet in IR analysis. However, EMIMCl films show no effect in thermal degradation as percent silk increases.
Figure 17. The thermal degradation of the pure chitosan, silk and IL films at 20% and 80% silk, A) percent weight decomposition B), derivative percent weight decomposition

The SEM images demonstrate the changes in the films’ morphology based on ILs used and silk composition. The films with greater amounts of silk (80% silk) have smoother surfaces than films with less silk (20% silk) in both IL films due to the dominated silk structure (Figure 18). This also, maybe reflecting an increase in the interaction between silk and chitosan as the silk ratio increases, which creates stable
materials as seen in TGA analysis curves. Moreover, the difference can be based on diversity of ILs; EMIMCl/S20 surface film shows less porosity compared with AMIMCl/S20 film.

![Figure 18. SEM images for chitosan/silk IL films (20%, 80% silk)](image)

The DSC curves for blended materials are shown in Figure 19. The Tg temperature is shifted to higher temperatures in EMIMCl/S80 (as silk amount rose from 20% to 80%), while in AMIMCl/S80 the shifting is not observed.
We also tried to dissolve and blend chitosan/silk in EMIMAc, but we could not regenerate the material using this IL. It has been reported in previous studies that chitosan is not soluble in EMIMAc [65], but our result is somewhat different because our chitosan had been mixed with silk. We observed complete dissolution of chitosan and silk in EMIMAc, and it seems that chains of chitosan and silk could not rearrange again when EMIMAc was used. This means the silk and chitosan chains converted to an amorphous form.

**Conclusion**

The calculation of crystallinity of beta sheet provided evidence to suggest that there is a structural modification as the silk ratio increases, which raises the percentage of
crystallinity as calculated by the IR Fourier Self-Deconvolution spectra of beta sheet (1700-1500 cm⁻¹). This is also shown in the TGA curves, where the thermal stability slightly increases when the concentration of silk increases in AMIMCl films (AMIMCl/S20 to AMIMCl/S80), while EMIMCl films show no effect in thermal degradation as silk percent increases. In DSC curves, the Tg temperature is shifted to higher temperatures in EMIMCl/S80 (as silk amount rose from 20% to 80%), while in AMIMCl/S80 the shifting is not observed.

Abbreviation: chitosan/silk 20 AMIMCl (AMIMCl/S20), chitosan/silk 80 AMIMCl (AMIMCl/S80), chitosan/silk 20 EMIMCl (EMIMCl/S20), chitosan/silk 80 EMIMCl (EMIMCl/S80),
Chapter 5: Summary

Blended biomaterial (cellulose, chitin, chitosan, silk) systems have been widely studied to obtain desirable properties of the two polymers. In our study, we tried to mimic the complex hierarchical structure of some stable natural structures, such as shrimp shells and cell walls of plants to acquire a stable material that can be used in biomedical applications, specifically in tissue replacement. Non-toxicity, biocompatibility and accessibility of these natural materials make these polymers suitable for medical applications. Moreover, ionic liquids are green solvents with less hazardous and more environmentally friendly sources.

Chapter 2 compared polysaccharide/silk blends (cellulose/silk, chitin/silk, chitosan/silk) based on the different polysaccharides used, and on the increasing amount of silk in each film prepared using AMIMCl solvent. The regenerated films were characterized using FTIR, TGA, DSC and SEM techniques. The regenerated films varied: cellulose/silk films were shaped firm and solid, while chitin/silk and chitosan/silk films were shapeless and powdery. The IR spectra show absorbance increases in the amide I, II bond region as silk proportions increase, regardless of polysaccharide component. As the amount of silk increases from 20% to 80%, the crystallinity of the beta sheet elevates by 9.2 %, 19.8% in chitin-silk films, and an intermediate percentage of 13.2% in chitosan-silk films. This pattern of crystallinity could indicate a higher likelihood of interactions between chitin chains and silk fibers than cellulose and chitosan because of the acetamido functional group in chitin that makes extra hydrogen bonds with silk chains. Also, more amount of silk (80%) might be enough to create extra hydrogen bonding with chains
monomers, and the swollen beta sheet of silk that did not find enough amount of chains to interact with, results in beta sheet self-assembly that increase the crystallinity of beta sheet. TGA results proved that chitin/silk films have greater changes in thermal degradation temperature as the silk ratio grows. In line with the thermal results, the chitosan film (20% silk) had more pores surface in the SEM image than the other polysaccharide films, with this morphology profile possibly correlating to low thermal stability and high water absorbency.

Chapter 3 compared blended chitin/silk films in three different ionic liquids (AMIMCl, EMIMCl, EMIMAc). EMIMAc blended films can be physically characterized as molded solids, while AMIMCl and EMIMCl blended films were shapeless and powdery. The FTIR results showed the regenerated films that contain the same anion chloride (EMIMCl and AMIMCl films) performed similarly in the IR spectrum, especially in the range of 1690-1300 cm⁻¹ (very similar to the pure chitin spectrum), while the acetate anion (EMIMAc films) had a unique spectrum (different than the pure chitin spectrum). There is no significant change in FTIR spectrum between 20% and 80% silk films in all ILs. However, the calculation of the crystallinity of beta sheet showed an increase as the silk ratio increased in all IL films. In TGA analysis, the EMIMCl regenerated films had the higher thermal degradation, while EMIMAc films had the lowest thermal stability. Interestingly, the late peak (decomposition 2) over 350 °C was seen in both EMIMAc/S20 and AMIMCl/S20 films. This possibly explained that the EMIMCl have less effect on chitin chains while EMIMAc and AMIMCl have the ability to disrupt some chitin chains by functionalizing some acetamide groups and allowing to interact with beta sheet of silk. The two decomposition steps shown in AMIMCl/S20 and
EMIMAc/S20 samples may be related to the functionalized acetamide backbone (the first phase) and the second step may be related to the un-functionalized acetamido backbone.

In chapter 4, we studied blended chitosan/silk in EMIMCl and AMIMCl. The thermal degradation shows an early decomposition present in both IL films. This possibly relates to the free amine groups in chitosan with amide groups of silk weakly interacting during degradation.
Future Study

Future study could be performed by increasing the concentration of biomaterials in ILs, and the introduction of ethanol as the coagulating agent to remove the ILs from films. The IR spectra for regenerated films displayed peaks that related to the IL, which means that the IL was not removed completely from the samples. In order to remove the IL, Soxhlet extraction with carbon dioxide/ethanol can be used a repeated cycle times over days [66]. Commonly, a Soxhlet extraction is utilized when the compound has limited solubility in a solvent, as in our case. In this way, the temperature can be controlled during the IL removal. X-ray and Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) analysis are needed for further structural modification.

Although ILs are considered green solvents, some studies showed a certain level of toxicity was exhibited in commonly used ILs, so some bio tests such as cytotoxicity, cell behavior, antimicrobial assessments and enzymatic biodegradation are needed [27, 33, 66, 67]. Fabricated materials may be potential candidates for several biomedical applications, including tissue engineering. For such applications, then, cytotoxicity assays should be considered for future study [49, 68].

ILs that have the larger anion might play a role in disrupting the hydrogen bonds in chitin and chitosan as seen in the previous chapters. Also, changing the cation could contribute to better mixing. For example, the cation can be changed to a larger functional group while keeping the anion size such as 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (BMIMCl), or both ions could be changed, such as 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide (BMIMBr), or 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium methane sulfonate (BMIMMeSO₃).
Other proteins that can be mixed with polysaccharides are collagen, keratine, and gelatin-alginate, which are considered the most popular 3D scaffolds for tissue regeneration [3, 49, 69]. These proteins have an excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability for medical applications. In addition, since keratin is protein found in human hair, keratin can be considered as biomaterials that can be blended with polysaccharides and used in biomedical applications. Lignin, which can be obtained as a waste product of the paper industry, has multifunctional barrier properties and many functional groups, so it can be utilized to increase the binding properties in the blended system [70].
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